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ABSTRACT

We review the Stanford Peer-to-Peer Multicast (SPPM) protocol for
live video streaming and report recent extensions. SPPM has been
designed for low latency and robust transmission of live media by
organizing peers within multiple complementary trees. The recent
extensions to live streaming are time-shifted streaming, interactive
region-of-interest (IRoI) streaming, and streaming to mobile devices.
With time-shifting, users can choose an arbitrary beginning point for
watching a stream, whereas IRoI streaming allows users to select an
arbitrary region to watch within a high-spatial-resolution scene. We
extend the live streaming to mobile devices by addressing challenges
due to heterogeneous displays, connection speeds, and decoding ca-
pabilities.

Index Terms— peer-to-peer streaming, time-shifting, region-
of-interest, transcoding, mobile streaming

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, peer-to-peer video streaming has attracted
increasing attention due to its scalability and its potentially lower
cost for delivering media streams to a large population of users [1–
5]. For live video streaming, we have developed the Stanford Peer-
to-Peer Multicast (SPPM) system with focus on low-latency and
cross-layer optimized video transport. Live contents are dissemi-
nated to users via multiple complementary multicast trees explicitly
built among the peers. The degradation of video quality due to peer
churn and network packet loss is alleviated by network-aware and
video-aware packet handling algorithms.

In this paper, we provide an overview of the original design of
SPPM (Section 2) and report its recent extensions towards time-
shifted streaming (Section 3), interactive region-of-interest (IRoI)
streaming (Section 4), and streaming to mobile devices (Section 5).
Time-shifted streaming allows users to pause a live video stream,
rewind (even to a scene before the one when they joined the ses-
sion), and fast forward. With IRoI streaming, users can interactively
watch a region of a high-spatial-resolution video. SPPM extension
to stream to mobile devices involves multicasting to a heterogeneous
peer population of fixed and mobile devices with different decoding
and display capabilities.
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2. STANFORD PEER-TO-PEER MULTICAST

Similar to CoopNet [1] and SplitStream [2], SPPM organizes peers
in an overlay of multiple complementary trees. Every tree is rooted
at the video source. The media stream, originating from the video
source, is packetized and distributed on different trees such that there
are no duplicate packets across the trees. Peers subscribe to every
tree in order to receive the media stream contiguously.
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Fig. 1. A peer-to-peer overlay consisting of two complementary dis-
tribution trees. The encoded video is packetized and split into dis-
joint substreams, one for each distribution tree.

2.1. Overlay Construction and Management Protocol

Fig. 1 illustrates an example overlay in which two complementary
trees are constructed among a small group of peers. Typically, we
use 4 to 8 trees, and peer groups might be much larger. We have run
experiments with up to 10,000 peers. As peers join the system, the
trees are incrementally constructed in a distributed manner. When
a new peer contacts the video source, the video source replies with
session information, such as the number of multicast trees and the
video bit rate. It also sends a list of candidate parents randomly cho-
sen from the table of participating peers it maintains. The new peer
then probes each candidate parent to know about their current status.
After receiving probe replies, the best candidate parent is selected
and contacted for each tree by minimizing the height of the distribu-
tion tree. Once the selected candidate parent accepts the attachment



request, a data connection is established between the parent and the
new peer. After data transmission starts, each child peer periodi-
cally sends hello messages to their parents. When a peer leaves the
system ungracefully, its parents detect it by observing consecutive
missing hello messages, and stop forwarding video to the child. The
departing peer’s children notice that neither video packets nor a re-
sponse to hello messages arrive. Each abandoned child then initiates
procedure to connect to a different parent node in the tree.

2.2. Cross layer optimization

To provide the best video quality despite congestion and peer churn,
SPPM employs sender-driven packet scheduling [6] in conjunction
with receiver-driven retransmission requests [7]. Acting as a relay,
each peer schedules the next packet to forward by comparing the
importance of packets in its output queue. As a receiver, each peer
evaluates the importance of missing packets by computing the ex-
pected video quality improvement if the corresponding frame is re-
ceived before its playout deadline. Retransmission requests of se-
lected missing packets are then sent to alternative parents. Since
packet losses typically occur in rare bursts, such feedback error con-
trol is generally superior to forward error control. Feedback implo-
sion, prohibiting feedback error control in network-layer multicast,
is not an issue for a P2P overlay because retransmissions are handled
locally between a parent and a child peer.

3. TIME-SHIFTED STREAMING

Time-shifted streaming allows viewers to individually pause a live
video stream, rewind (even to a scene before the one when they
joined the session), and fast forward. In a P2P system like SPPM,
this functionality can be provided by storing a portion of the received
stream at each peer and serving it to other peers at a later time. Using
each peer’s local buffer for storage and relay while peers receive the
stream can free the video source from most requests for previous-
to-live scenes. The concept of peer-assisted time-shifting in a live
session is related to asynchronous video streaming in peer-assisted
video-on-demand (VoD) systems [3–5, 8].

Let V (t) denote a live stream at time t. Suppose that a peer joins
at time t, but desires to watch the video starting from V (t− d). We
distinguish between LS (live streaming) peers with d = 0, and TS
(time-shifted streaming) peers with d > 0. For TS peers, we need
to delay the live stream by d somewhere between the source and the
peers. The video source maintains the list comprising each peer’s
identifier, time of joining, beginning video time-stamp, and the es-
timated latest time-stamp of video contained in its buffer. When
the source receives a join request from a peer, it returns a list of
randomly chosen parent candidates whose video buffer contains the
requested, possibly time-shifted video. The requesting peer then
probes the candidates in the list. After the requesting peer receives
probe replies, it selects the best parent candidate. For LS peers, the
best candidate is selected by minimizing the number of logical hops
to the source [9]. Using this criterion, peers attempt to reduce disrup-
tion of the live stream due to peer churn. However, TS peers are not
susceptible to peer churn as long as they can avoid buffer underflow.
Suppose that a child receives a time-shifted stream from its parent.
When the parent has sufficient uplink bandwidth, the stream can be
pushed faster than playout speed to the child. With fast prefetch-
ing, peer buffers can grow faster than playout speed, which reduces
the urgency for acquiring later packets. It reduces buffer under-run
and video disruption when the peer is disconnected from the overlay.

Fast prefetching can also help the server to lower its uplink data vol-
ume. Since peers disseminate video among themselves more rapidly,
the data availability among peers increases. The higher data avail-
ability among peers allows more viewers to obtain video from other
peers. The effects of fast prefetching are illustrated in Fig. 2. Child 1
receives the stream faster than the playback speed until Child 2 con-
nects to the same parent. The uplink of the parent is twice the video
bitrate. The trajectory of the received video over time is depicted
for each peer. The dotted line illustrates the trajectory of Child 1’s
received video over time in case of no fast prefetching.
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Fig. 2. Fast prefetching for time-shifted streams. At time T , the ex-
cess amount of video stream acquired by Child 1 due to fast prefetch-
ing is shown.

We performed experiments using the NS2 simulator. In the ex-
periments, 150 peers join and leave repeatedly with an average life-
time of 120 seconds. On joining at time t, half of the peers start
watching the stream from the live position. The rest of them begin
watching the stream from a past position randomly selected between
0 and t. We show results for the Mother and Daughter sequence, en-
coded at 420 kbps. The video server’s uplink bandwidth was set to
20R (video bitrate denoted by R) and the peer uplink bandwidth was
2R. In Fig. 3, the number of direct children of the server is plotted
over time for one simulation instance. As the live session proceeds,
more TS peers connect to the server because less peers are found
to have cached the requested video portion. With fast prefetching,
however, server load (number of direct children at the server) was
reduced by 44% on average. Peers experience 1.4 dB higher video
quality on average compared to no prefetching. The results are sum-
marized in Table 1.
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Fig. 3. Server load [number of direct children] over time.



no prefetching fast prefetching
Average video quality [dB] 40.3 41.7

Average server load 12.32 6.98[number of direct children]

Table 1. Effects of fast prefetching.

4. REGION-OF-INTEREST STREAMING

With interactive region-of-interest (IRoI) streaming, different users
can watch different portions of the high-spatial-resolution scene with
arbitrary zoom factors [10]. The thumbnail overview, which serves
as a base layer, is coded using I, P and B pictures of H.264/AVC.
Each peer subscribes to this base layer multicast regardless of its cur-
rent region-of-interest (RoI). Each higher-resolution layer 1 frame is
divided into a two-dimensional raster of P slices as shown in Fig. 4.
At the video source, the P slices are assigned to independent multi-
cast trees. According to its RoI, each peer subscribes to the appro-
priate set of multicast trees to receive the relevant P slices. When the
RoIs of the peers exhibit high overlap due to common interests in the
scene, peers can share common P slices in a peer-to-peer manner to
reduce server load.

We have extended SPPM to deliver the base layer and the P
slices. When a peer changes its RoI, it triggers unsubscription from
slices that are no longer required and subscription to new slices that
now intersect the RoI. The peer sends RoI switch requests to the
source, and the source replies with a list of parent candidates for
each new slice. To display the RoI immediately after user input,
it is predicted in advance and subscription to new slices is initi-
ated beforehand (“Early Join”). However, the peer delays sending
leave messages to its parent(s) as well as its children for slices it
no longer requires (“Delayed Departure”). In [10], we have shown
that SPPM can achieve significant server load reduction while de-
livering acceptable video quality despite RoI movements. The RoI
movements produce a significant amount of short-lived slice sub-
scriptions, which are a dominant source of overlay dynamics. Fig. 5
depicts the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of slice subscrip-
tion duration, obtained from the empirical RoI trajectories of 200
users used in the experiments in [10]. The average slice subscrip-
tion duration was only 8.76 seconds. Therefore, short join time and
low end-to-end transmission delay are essential in an interactive P2P
streaming system.
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Fig. 4. Left: A 2D raster of P slices for one of the higher-spatial-
resolution layers is shown. The boxes represent the RoIs of peers,
P1, P2 and P3. Slices i and k are shared by more than one peer.
Right: Trees consisting of more than one peer are shown. Each slice
is distributed by its own tree.

1Multiple higher-resolution layers are hosted by the server to support a
wide range of zoom factors.
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Fig. 5. CDF of P slice subscription duration.

5. STREAMING TO MOBILE PEERS

We are currently extending SPPM to stream video to a heteroge-
neous peer population of fixed peers and mobile peers (e.g. mobile
phones). Because mobile devices are typically limited in their bat-
tery, display size, and wireless link speed, SPPM treats the mobile
devices as leeches, i.e., peers that only receive packets, but do not
relay the packets to other peers. Transcoding is required to deliver
video streams to individual mobile devices to suit display size, de-
coding capability, and download speed of the cellular network [11].

To reduce an individual peer’s transcoding overhead and video
degradation due to peer churn, we employ distributed transcoding,
under which K parents collaboratively transcode the original stream
into K disjoint substreams. These substreams are transmitted and
then assembled as if they were a single stream at the mobile. One
possible solution, interleaved distributed transcoding, is illustrated
in Fig. 6. In this scheme, the original frames are first downsam-
pled to smaller frames in the spatial domain. The first frame in each
GOP is coded as an I frame, and the following frames are coded as
P frames predicted from the frame immediately preceding it in the
substream. Parent i codes Frame i, K + i, 2K + i, . . ., so that each
parent transmits every Kth frame in a disjoint manner. The I-frames
are coded by all parents, yet transmitted by only one parent to avoid
duplicate frames. Note that this scheme codes no B-frames and uti-
lizes multiple reference frames for coding P-frames. This ensures
that any typical H.264 decoder conforming to baseline profile [12],
found in many high-end mobile phones, can decode the transcoded
bitstream.

Fig. 7 shows the simulation results for conventional transcod-
ing (1 parent) and interleaved distributed transcoding (2 and 4 par-
ents). The Foreman sequence with CIF resolution was used as the
original stream, coded at 590 kbps using H.264 main profile. The
stream was transcoded using H.264 baseline profile to QCIF resolu-
tion. The solid curves show the rate-distortion performance with no
packet loss. In the lossy scenario, the wireless channel is modeled
by the Gilbert-Elliot model, as a discrete-time Markov chain with
two states. Table 2 shows the Gilbert model transition probabilities
based on the GSM network, presented in [13]. During the good state
there is no packet loss, whereas during the bad state the channel pro-
duces packet loss with probability 0.5. In addition, a burst of packets
is lost when a parent leaves. The lifetime of parents is exponentially
distributed with an average of 90 seconds. The recovery time from a
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Fig. 6. Interleaved distributed transcoding: an example of 4 parents
(transcoders) with a GOP of 15 frames. The high bitrate original
video is transcoded into multiple disjoint substreams. Although the
I-frame (I1) is coded at all parents, it is transmitted only by Parent 1.

parent disconnect is 3 seconds. If a frame is either fully or partially
not decodable, the last fully decoded frame is displayed in lieu of the
current frame. The dashed curves show the degraded video quality in
the lossy scenario, indicating that the rate-distortion performance of
distributed coding is comparable to conventional transcoding while
computational workload is distributed.

State i Pr (i) Pr (1|i) Pr (0|i)
0 (Good) 0.9449 0.0087 0.9913
1 (Bad) 0.0551 0.8509 0.1491

Table 2. Probabilities used in the Gilbert-Elliot model.
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Fig. 7. Rate-distortion curves with and without packet loss for
conventional transcoding (1 parent) and interleaved distributed
transcoding (2 and 4 parents).

6. CONCLUSIONS

We provide an overview of SPPM, the Stanford Peer-to-Peer Mul-
ticast protocol for live video streaming, and report recent exten-
sions that considerably expand its functionality. We show that a
low-latency live multicast overlay can be easily extended to support
time-shifted streaming. This is in contrast to extending non-real-
time P2P file sharing system towards live multicasting, something

that has been attempted repeatedly, but generally has not led to low-
latency live streaming. IRoI P2P streaming is the spatial counterpart
to the temporal interactivity provided by time-shifted streaming. As
the P2P overlay network topology changes rapidly in response to
user input, this problem tests the limits of fast overlay management.
Finally, we show how heterogeneous peer populations, including
mobile peers that require transcoding, can be accommodated. This
approach achieves three objectives. Firstly, it provides robustness
against unavoidable peer churn by assigning multiple parents to a
mobile peer. Secondly, it harvests excess computing power in fixed
nodes for transcoding. Thirdly, the load of transcoding can be split
across multiple fixed nodes.
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